
Banking notes: 

 

Banking is: 

- The taking of deposits 

- The opening of accounts 

- Lending money 

- The creation of credit 

- The facilitation of transactions  

The banking system relies on:  

- Customers need to rely on banks to keep their gold safe 

- Customers not wanting all of their gold back at once 

- Bankers lending safely 

- People accepting iou’s (banknotes and cheques) rather than their gold 

Surplus units à personal savings, company revenues, bank deposits, government revenues 

Deficit units à loans, overdrafts, inter-bank loans, government bonds 

Direct lending/peer to peer: disintermediation  

- Borrowers can fix the costs of borrowing 

- Borrowers can access funding where bank loans are not available 

- P2P companies provide access to alternative investment opportunities 

- P2P companies provide info; a platform to interact (web) 

A financial intermediary is: à “… an organisation which borrows funds from lenders and lends them 
to borrowers on terms which are better for both parties than if they dealt directly with each other.” 

Intermediation: what lenders want 

- Low risk 

- Short term liquidity 

- Profitability (low cost/high int) 

Intermediation: what borrowers want 

- Funds when needed 

- Funds for as long as possible 

- Profitability (low cost/low int) 

Intermediation matches buyers and sellers (even if there is not an exact match): 
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- Generally focused on the financial state and business performance of 
individual banks 

- Thereby helping to sustain public confidence in banks and the banking 
industry as a whole 

- To create an environment which supports only reliable and prudent banks 
and reduces excessive risk-taking 

 
Banking Regulation (Intervention): 

- Banking supervision is required in order to monitor and assist in the early 
detection of problems in the banking institutions taking all necessary 
measures, such as liquidation, with the aim of overcoming and limiting the 
adverse effects within the affected bank 

 
The history of bank regulation- motives for change of regulatory frameworks since 
the late 1970s: 

- Separation of activities between commercial and investment banks 
- Deposit guarantee to protect the depositor should the bank fail 
- Control over interest rates of the bank’s lending and deposit taking 

activities 
Financial regulation after 1945 differs for each country but the national 
regulatory framework share five elements: 
è Liberalisation of capital movements between countries 
è Disintermediation process (direct access to capital markets) 
è Financial innovation (in 70s, to cope with high inflation, now with e.g. 

hedge funds) 
è Information technologies (organisation of activities, geographical 

boundaries) 
è Overall: increased competition 

Internationalisation and globalisation/continued financial 
innovation/increased complexity of financial products and necessary 
regulation/the credit crunch… and still, there are financial scandals 

 
Why are banks so heavily regulated?... Government and monetary authorities want 
to avoid: 

- Bank failure à repercussions on the whole banking sector  
- A lack of competition and fairness  
- Asymmetry of info 

Type of intervention: 
- Systematic regulation (national or currency level) 

è Aimed at: limiting bank failures, preventing bank contagion, consumer 
protection  

è Key tools: lender of last resort, deposit insurance  
- Conduct of business regulation  

è Banking Conduct of Business sourcebook (BCOBS) sets out the high-level 
rules and guidance by which the FCA regulates retail banking conduct of 
business 

è Communication with customers, products: sale and post-sale 
- Prudential regulation (all small banks to compete with larger banks) 

è Control risk/hold adequate capital 
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- Borrowers can change their behaviour after the loan is given 
Key RISK rules for lending: 

- Adverse selection 
- Information asymmetry 
- Moral hazard 

Traditional lending: 
- Application phase (eligibility) 
- Information phase (due diligence/valuations) 
- Approval phase (policy/portfolio) 
- Monitoring phase (renewal/accounts) 

Addressing risk: (CAMPARI/ICE) 
C – Character… reputation, connections, job, stability of background, others 
think, account history, bank statements, personal credit score, borrowed before, 
repaid in time  
A – Ability… industry/market skills, competencies required, competencies evident, 
qualifications needed, experience, can borrower carry out task 
M - Means / Margin… proportion of the total purchase price is represented by the 
loan, overall gearing/leverage, where is other funding from, gearing/leverage 
(what if int rates increase) 
P – Purpose… honest, legal/decent, in customers best int, a loan to repay other 
borrowings, loan to bridge cash flow, a loan to buy asset, bank lending policy- 
portfolio risk 
A – Amount… too much or too little, review in relation to repayment source- 
enough surplus cash/income available, asset purchase, valuations, other costs 
(insurance/tax etc)  
R – Repayment… Term of loan/facility, correspond with purpose, what is the 
useful life of the asset, lending term appropriate for the borrower, 
primary/secondary sources of repayment 

è Source of repayment… regular or irregular, int/cap, where does 
repayment come from, sale of asset, income/profit/cash flow, how 
certain is repayment, stability of repayment source, evidence available 

I – Insurance (security) 
è Marketable… can the bank sell it quickly 
è Ascertainable value… is it easy to value, is it stable to value 
è Simple title… is it easy to find out who owns it 
è Transferable title… is it easy to transfer it to the bank 

AND 
• I – Interest (margin)… how risky is the proposition… high risk – risk 

premium? Fixed or variable 
• C – Commission (/fees)… how much time does it take to organise, security 

fees 
• E – Extras (/cross-selling)… what opportunities do these give… holiday loan, 

car loan, house mortgage, any loan 
The decision: 

- Bank policy… purpose/term/margin… portfolio approach… what level of risk 
is acceptable 

- Relationship banking… the answer is never ‘no’ 
- Acceptable to borrower… will the borrower go elsewhere 
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